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LP9 SPORT, LED

$810.07 – $827.53 GST included

SKU: N/A
Categories: LED Auxiliary Lights, LP9

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

The LP9 Sport is perfect for enthusiasts that want a full size light with modern styling and advanced
features. The Sport model still includes all of the technology that makes the LP9 series so popular, from
Direct Ducted Cooling - that keeps your light cool under stress - to the Integrated Peripheral Technology

(IPT), which produces an incredible 200° spread of usable light.

The LP9 Sport utilizes 9 forward projecting LEDS to produce 6,500 Lumens at 61 watts, and 6 LEDs
for Integrated Peripheral Technology (IPT) which produce 2,280 lumens at 21 watts.

As with all of our LED offerings, this light features uService technology - allowing customers to change the
lens pattern and color depending on driving conditions, or simply when they want to refresh the lens.

Note: The LP9 Sport is simple on/off (no hi/lo) and does not include the amber backlit feature. These
features are available on the LP9 Pro and Racer Editions.

VARIATIONS

https://baja.net.au/product-category/led-auxiliary-lights/
https://baja.net.au/product-category/led-auxiliary-lights/lp9/
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Image SKU Price Description Pattern Colour

350003 $810.07
GST included

Driving/Combo: Maximum trail
coverage in a single light. The

Driving/Combo pattern is
equipped with both Wide Driving
(42°) and the spot (6°) optics to
provide you with a smooth blend

of light for both near field
applications and distance

(Lighting Zone 3)

Driving/Combo White

350013 $827.53
GST included

Driving/Combo: Maximum trail
coverage in a single light. The

Driving/Combo pattern is
equipped with both Wide Driving
(42°) and the spot (6°) optics to
provide you with a smooth blend

of light for both near field
applications and distance

(Lighting Zone 3)

Driving/Combo Amber

350011 $827.53
GST included

High Speed Spot: A longer and
narrower 6° beam focus for

illumination further down the trail
or road. The Spot pattern is

designed to be used in
conjunction with additional Wide

Driving and/or Driving/Combo
beam lights. (Lighting Zone 4 &

5)

Spot Amber
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350001 $810.07
GST included

High Speed Spot: A longer and
narrower 6° beam focus for

illumination further down the trail
or road. The Spot pattern is

designed to be used in
conjunction with additional Wide

Driving and/or Driving/Combo
beam lights. (Lighting Zone 4 &

5)

Spot White


